Hi friends!

I’m Geo, the geometrical guy (made of big colorful SHAPES) who lives at The Children’s Museum of the Upstate!

Miss Frazzle told me that your class is coming to the museum and I am so excited to learn, play and explore with you.

The fun never stops at TCMU. We can check off our shopping lists at Publix or make a hole-in-one on Geo’s Golf course! Or, maybe we’ll pretend to be musicians in Garage Rock or a race-car driver in Start Your Engines. After all, The Children’s Museum believes that NO barrier is bigger than a dream—so you can be WHATEVER you want to be!

I am just too excited. But, before you start your day of learning and play, I have a couple of GOLDEN rules I need you to remember. My GOLDEN rules go a little something like this...

- Always practice RESPECTFUL and RESPONSIBLE play
- And be KIND to the museum and to each other

It’s important to play safely and responsibly. And it is also important to be kind. Being kind to the museum means putting toys and props back after play, not running and treating the space like it’s your own home. And of course, we should all be kind to our classmates, our teachers, other museum guests, and the museum staff you meet along the way.

Sometimes I need that reminder, too, so can you repeat after me?

- “I will play respectfully and responsibly”
- “and I will be kind to the museum and others”

Great job friends! I can’t wait to see you. I’ll be waiting in front of the museum when you arrive—will you be able to find me?

Yours in learning and play,

GEO